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The Options Course Second Edition: High Profit & Low Stress Trading Methods (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Use this invaluable tool to gain a competitive edge and avert bad investment decisions.
    
    Well-known options strategist and instructor George Fontanills has updated his time-tested and bestselling book, The Options Course. The new edition improves and expands upon the original to help you avoid some common and costly options...
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The ETF Trend Following Playbook: Profiting from Trends in Bull or Bear Markets with Exchange Traded FundsFT Press, 2009

	Master the Low-Risk ETF-Based Investing Strategy That Gives You the Chance to Make Money in Any Market Climate


	 


	“Tom Lydon has been a leader in...
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Dear Mr. Buffett: What An Investor Learns 1,269 Miles From Wall StreetJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Janet Tavakoli takes you into the world of Warren Buffett by way of the recent mortgage meltdown. In correspondence and discussion with him over 2 years, they both saw the writing on the wall, made clear by the implosion of Bear Stearns. Tavakoli, in clear and engaging prose, explains how the credit mess happened beginning with the mortgage...
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Bear Market Investing Strategies (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2002
"The first investment book I ever read - in the late 1960s - was Harry Schultz's Bear Markets. After watching the late 1990s lunacy and inevitable fallout, I feel every market student and investor should read a great book on bear markets and thus become wise through the printed word not later through painful disillusion. To the rescue...
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Put Option Strategies for Smarter Trading: How to Protect and Build Capital in Turbulent MarketsFT Press, 2009

	Use Puts to Mitigate Risk, Reverse and Offset Losses, and Protect Profits–Even in Plummeting Markets!


	 


	“In these financial times, this is an especially timely book. Michael C. Thomsett provides practical, direct instruction to...
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Market Sense and Nonsense: How the Markets Really Work (and How They Don't)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Bestselling author, Jack Schwager, challenges the assumptions at the core of investment theory and practice and exposes common investor mistakes, missteps, myths, and misreads


	When it comes to investment models and theories of how markets work, convenience usually trumps reality. The simple fact is that many revered...
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LinkedIn For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Don't be left out—link up with this fully updated introduction to the Internet's hottest professional networking tool


	With more than 225 million members from over 200 countries and territories worldwide, LinkedIn.com is an unbeatable self-marketing tool. LinkedIn For Dummies teaches you how to make the...
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The Small-Cap Investor: Secrets to Winning Big with Small-Cap StocksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Praise for The Small-Cap Investor


	"The great rewards of investing in the best small-cap companies are matched only by the risks of investing in the worst. Ian Wyatt is one of the few who not only shows you how to find the hidden gems, but also how to avoid the flea-ridden dogs. His new book is a must-read for all...
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A Model for Calculating Interconnection Costs in TelecommunicationsWorld Bank Publications, 2003
The liberalization of the telecommunications markets in Sub-Saharan Africa led to increased competition on the provision and pricing of communication services. But, due to the lack of appropriate regulatory tools, newly established regulators are poorly equipped to arbitrate increasing interconnection disputes between competing operators. 
...
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Trading Beyond the Matrix: The Red Pill for Traders and InvestorsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	How to transform your trading results by transforming yourself


	In the unique arena of professional trading coaches and consultants, Van K. Tharp is an internationally recognized expert at helping others become the best traders they can be. In Trading Beyond the Matrix: The Red Pill for Traders and Investors, Tharp...
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Inside the Yield Book: The Classic That Created the Science of Bond AnalysisBloomberg Press, 2013

	A completely updated edition of the guide to modern bond analysis


	First published in 1972, Inside the Yield Book revolutionized the fixed-income industry and forever altered the way investors looked at bonds. Over forty years later, it remains a standard primer and reference among market professionals....
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Trust, Institutions and Managing Entrepreneurial Relationships in Africa: An SME Perspective (Palgrave Studies of Entrepreneurship in Africa)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book highlights the importance of understanding how trust and indigenous African cultural institutions enhance the development of entrepreneurial networks and relationships in Africa. Drawing on institutional theories, the author re-examines the way that entrepreneurial behaviour can be shaped, with a focus on trust, networks...
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